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A general formula is derived for two-photon coincidence rates. The result obtained is a function of
the orientation of linear polarizers, of the solid angles subtended, and of the relative position of the
photon detectors. It applies to both cascade emissions and resonance flourescence when the transitions
are of electric dipole type. Allowance is made for anisotropic initial-state populations. It is shown that
a single parameter describes the atomic transition when the initial states are isotropically populated.
This parameter is found to have a particularly simple form, even when the nuclear spin is nonzero. It
is the product of two Racah coefficients and an E coefficient defined here. Tables of the required
Racah and E coefficients are provided so that this parameter can be easily determined when the states
in the transitions have J values 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, l/2, 3/2, 5/2, 7/2, or 9/2, and when the nuclear
spin is 0, l, 1/2, 3/2, 5/2, 7/2, or 9/2. Experiments to test hidden-variable theories which are
possible in view of these results are discussed. Experiments to determine the effective quantum
efficiency of photon detectors using these results are described.
I. INTRODUCTION
Coincidence observation of optical photons from
an atomic cascade can be an extremely powerful
experimental technique. However, owing to a lack
of good single-photon detectors and the associated
fast electronics, such experiments have been
extraordinarily difficult and have not seen wide-
spread use. The situation is changing. Recent
advances in photomultiplier -tube technology have
resulted in the production of fast, low-noise de-
tectors with relatively high efficiencies. These
are well suited to single-photon counting tech-
niques. Together with the modern electronics
available, they are increasing the imyortance of
coincidence experiments in atomic physics. Thus
a need has arisen for the predictions of two-photon
coincidence rates which are derived here.
Some of the valuable results which can be ob-
tained from coincidence experiments have already
been pointed out by several authors. ' ' These
include: determination of excited-state lifetimes
and g values, branching ratios, absolute quantum
efficiencies and source strengths, and experimen-
tal tests of local hidden variables. Recent suc-
cessful experiments include those reviewed by
Camhy-Val and Dumonte as well as the important
experiment of Freedman and Clauser. ' The anal-
ogous coincidence techniques have, of course,
been used extensively in nuclear physics and have
yielded an abundance of useful information.
The theory of the angular correlations of nuclear
emissions has been treated extensively in the
literature. Good review articles containing ex-
tensive bibliographies axe those of Devons and
Goldfarb, ' and Frauenfelder and Steffen. ' Horne'
has recently determined the coincidence rates for
two specific atomic cascades, including solid
angle and polarization effects. A general formula
including the effects of solid angle, plane polariza-
tion, hyperfine structure, and anisotropic initial-
state populations is evaluated here. The param-
eter describing transitions with isotropie initial-
state populations is calculated for many transitions
which might be experimentally observed. It is
given in tabular form. Effects of nuclear spine
from 0 to —, have been included. The results are
applicable to both atomic cascade, and resonance
fluorescence experiments.
Possible local hidden variable tests of the tyye
suggested by Clauser et al. ' are discussed. As
suggested by Holt, " it is found that transitions in
atoms with nonzero nuclear spin are unsuitable
for such tests.
A technique by which the effective quantum ef-
ficiency of photon detectors can be measured is
described. The important consideration in such
measurements is the anisotropy in the direction
of emission of the second photon with respect to
that of the first. This is not a minor effect; it
can, for example, produce solid angle factors
which differ from those for isotroyic emissions
by as much as 50% (e.g., the 0-1-0 case}. Final-
ly, applications to resonance fluorescence experi-
ments, and to the determination of branching
ratios are discussed.
II. DERIVATION OF GENERAL RESULT
Figure 1 shows the typical angular-correlation
experiment to be studied here. Two photon de-
tectors face the origin with an angle 8, between
their axes. They subtend cones at the origin of
half-angles 6,. Each detector has a linear polar-
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izer and a wavelength filter in front of it. An
excited atom in a source at the origin emits two
photons in succession. We ask for the coincidence
rate —i.e., for the relative probability that both
photons will be detected. It will be assumed that
the dimensions of the source are much less than
the distance to the detectors.
Consider the excited atom to be in a state of
total electron angular momentum J, and to have
a nuclear spin I. It decays by electric dipole
transitions through an intermediate state J to a
final state 4f emitting the two photons. This will
be referred to as a (J,-J-Zz) transition. Suitable
basis vectors for describing the angular depen-
dence of the atomic states are z-component angular
momentum eigenstates, lJFm). Here F=f+J is
the total angular momentum of the atom, and m
is the magnetic quantum number in the F repre-
sentation. The two photons are represented as
plane waves whose directions of travel are k, and
k, , respectively, and whose helicities, +1, are
denoted by a, and o, , respectively, Detector 1
sees only photon 1 and detector 2 sees only photon
2. By generalizing the methods described by
Horne, "or Frauenfelder and Steffen, ' it is easily
shown (see Appendix A) that the formal result for
the polarized coincidence rate, including hyperfine
effects, is
S &X dO, dQ, 2 &o," l~(1)lo, &&c2 l~(2)lorn&l IQg ~ Qy 02 02 Pf ~ 7tl~~ y gf y Nlf
gg SIQ 75I
(-1) '"P(F, , m, )(2F +1)'
&& C(F1F, ; m, m, -m)C(FlF, ; m', m, —m')C(F1F&, m, mz —m)
&& C (FlF&, m ', m& —m') W (J& JF& F; 1 I ) W (J&JF&F; 1I)Do (k~ -z)
where the following hold:
The integrations are over the solid angles sub-
tended by the respective detectors. D', (k,-z)
are elements of the three-dimensional rotation
matrix that rotates the coordinate system, 0„„,,
~ ~
y X g kj&
associated with the k, propagation direction into
a fixed laboratory coordinate system, O„„„see
FIG. 1. Experimental configuration. The angle be-
tween the detector axes is ~~. The half-angles of the
cones subtended by the detectors are, respective1y, +
and 82.
Fig. 2; similarly for the other D's. &o,'le (1)l v, )
are the matrix elements of the polarizer efficiency
matrix for the first photon; similarly for the
second photon. P(F, , m, ) is the relative popula-
tion of the initial state E,. whose magnetic quantum
number with respect to the laboratory z axis is
m, . (Only diagonal density matrices for the ini-
tial state are considered. ) C(F1F„m, m, —m),
etc. , are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients.
W(J, JF, F, ;1I), etc. , ar. e Racah coefficients.
These are introduced when the F dependence is
taken out of the "reduced" matrix elements. The
convention chosen for the states l+1} in terms of
basis states along the x, , y, axes is respectively
+(e, sic„)/2"' where e, and e, are unit vectors
along the x, and y, axes." This same convention
must also be used in determining the efficiency
matrices. " Finally, the conventions used for the
Clebsch-Gordan and Racah coefficients and for the
rotation matrices are those of Rose."
In deriving Eq. (1) the natural width of the atomic
states was assumed to be much less than the
hyperfine-structure splitting. Under this condi-
tion the wavelengths of the emitted photons can be
measured, and the F value of the intermediate
state can be uniquely determined. Hence no inter-
ference between different F values can occur. In
the summation over the intermediate-state F
values in Eq. (1), the amplitudes were therefore
squared before adding. The fact that in an actual
experiment one might not accurately measure the
wavelengths does not affect this result. It is the
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FIG. 2. (a) Geometry for the emission of the first photon: x& lies in the z-k& plane; ~& and Q& are the spherical co-
ordinate angles of 0& with respect to the x,y, z axes; 4 & is the angle between the x axis and the transmission axis of the
first polarizer. g) Geometry for the emission of the second photon: z' lies in the z-y plane and. makes an angle 8~
with the z axis; p lies in the z'-02 plane; ~& and $2 are the spherical coordinate angles of k2 with respect to the x, y', z'
axes; 4 2 is the angle between the x axis and the transmission axis of the second polarizer; both fIE}2 and 42 are in the
x -$ plane .
possibility of measuring the wavelength and the
fact that it would yield a sharp value of I" that
destroys the interference. ""Of course, for a
given intermediate state E the summation over m
is coherent. Conversely, when the hyperfine
splitting is much less than the natural width of the
levels, the sum over the intermediate-state I"
values must be coherent. %hen the initial state is
isotropically populated and I4 0, this coherent sum
is equivalent to the I =0 result. For physical
reasons this is expected. A proof is given in
Appendix B.
All the dependence on the atomic states which
appears in Eq. (1}can be collected into coefficients
denoted by B„. Since all the angular dependence is
in the rotation and efficiency matrices, it and the
B 's can be evaluated separately. Thus
Here each subscript n, can have only the values
0, +1, and the subscript n is thus uniquely related
to them by
n = 27(n, +1)+9(n,+1)+2(n, +1)+n, +2.
By comparing Eqs. (1) and (2) it is clear that
Hence, the only acceptable values for n in Eq. (2)
are
@=i, 5, 9, 13, 1V, 25, 29, 33, 3V,
41, 45, 49, 53, 5V, 65, 69, VS, VV, 81.
By setting
s zB )do, )do, „ &o,' I ~(1)l~,)
Ops &f oo2e&f,
X(Z&F& JFJ&FII)=(2F+1)gr(J JF E; if)
&&W(&,JZ, F; ir),
x(a", ~e(2)~0,)D', „(k,-g)D'*, (h, 8) and by comparing Eqs. (1) and (2), the explicit
formulas for the B„can be obtained; several of
these are
J3, = Q P(E(, m —1)[C(ElE;;m, -1}C(E1EI,m, l)X(Z) E)ZEZyEyf}]2,F ~Z ~El~
E(E, , m-i)tC(EiE, ; m, -i)C(F1F„.m, o)X(~, F,~F~, Ef)]',
F- eE-~Ee~
B9 = Q P(F(, m -1}[C(E1F,. ; m, -1}C(F1Ey,m, -1)X(Z, F~ZEJyl)]',
E.sEyoF e~
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B„= Q -P(F, , m-l)C(F1F, ; m, -l)C(E1E, ; m —1,0)C(F1F&, m, 0)
Fg 3Ey3F 3~
x C(E1E&, m -1,1)X'(J', F,JFZ&'E&I), (10)
B,7 = g P (E&, m —1)C (FlF&,' m, -1)C (FlF, ; m —1, 0)C (FlF&,' m, -1)
E]3Fy 3F 2 fft
&& C (E1Ey, m - 1,0)X2(J1 F5JFJy F~I),
B25= Q P(F, , m-l)C(FlF, ; m, -1)C(F1E,; m —2, 1)C(F1F&, m, -1)p, p,p, yg
&& C(F1Ef, m -2, 1)X'(J,. F, JFJ&F&I},
B37 = g P(F, , m)[C(F1E, ; m, 0) C(F1F&, m, 1)X(J;F, JET E&I)]2,
E. 5E 5E5ffti f
B4, = Q P(F, , m)[C(E1F,. ; m, 0)C(F1F&, m, 0)X(J1F,JEfF&i)]2.g,g,p, ygi JI
(12)
(is}
(14)
Analogous formulas give the other B coefficients. By changing the summation index m these identities
among them are found:
B2g =Bz3 & B33=B17& B57 B25, B65 =84g, Bsg =B53 ~
The coincidence rate is now given by
S~ dQz d02 0'z e 1 V 0'2 6 2 O'2 Bzd-z, -z, -z, 1+Bszdz, z, z 1+B5d 1 1 p p 77 1 z Q Qt
alaza2a2
+Bpd 1 1 1 1+Bvpd1 1 1 1+B13(d 1 p p 1+dp 1 1 p)
53(d0,1,1,0 1.0.0,1} 12( -1,0.1,0 0, -1,0.1}
+B49( 0,1,0, -1 + 1,0,-1.0}+B25( -1,1.1, -1 + I -1,-1,1}
+B32do 01 1.+,B-45. do. 0.1.1+B41dp p p p],
where
d1 1 5, D' 1(k1-z)D1*~(—k, -z)D' (k 3z2)D1. , (kp-z).
(16)
Using a Clebsch-Gordan identity, it is easily
shown that if
P(F„m}=P(F, -m)
then all of the B's are given by the eight B's de-
fined in Eqs. (V)-(14):
Bsz =Bl, B77 =B5, B73 =Bg, (18)
B45 =B37 j B53 Bz3$ B4g —B17.
Equation (1V) is satisfied for isotropic initial pop-
ulations. It may also be satisfied, for example, if
the initial state is populated by absorption of
linear polarized light. B coefficients for several
transitions have been evaluated and are given in
Table I. The proportionality has been adjusted
so that these are integers. The transitions with
isotropic populations in the initial state are more
easily studied in terms of the A coefficient which
is defined later by Eqs. (SV) and (40); hence, only
three of these are given in Table I.
Further evaluation of Eq. (16) requires specifi-
cation of the geometry; see Fig. 1 and Figs. 2(a) and
2(b). The emitting atom is at the origin. Detector 1
is on the laboratory +z axis. Detector 2 lies on an
axis z' which is at an angle 8, to the laboratory +z
axis. The laboratory x and y axes are defined so
that detector 2 lies in the laboratory y-z plane.
Detector 1 (2) has a circular aperture subtending
a cone at the origin of half-angle e, (e,). The
propagation direction k, (k, ) makes an angle 8, (8,)
with the +z (z') axis. The coordinate system
0, „, (0, „2 ) is defined by taking x, (x2) to point
toward the z (z'} axis. The transmission axis of
polarizer 1 (2) makes an angle 4, (42) with the
laboratory z axis. The angle between the z, (z2}
linear polarization of photon 1 (2) and the trans-
mission axis of polarizer 1 (2) is 4, —p, (4, —$2).
First, consider the efficiency matrices. The
matrix of a linear polarizer in basis states paral-
lel and perpendicular to its transmission axis is
TAQI.E I. Some typical 8 coefficients. The proportionality constant has been adjusted for
each transition so that the & 's are integers. The nuc1ear spin is zero, I= 0, in aH transitions
considered here. The function F (0) defined by Eq. (46a) has also been included.
Transition Initial-state
4&-J-J~ populations &, & 9 && 3& 4& B45 73 877 8 8& E (0)
0-1-0
1-1-0
2 8 k
1-1-0
1-1-0
1-1-0
1-1-1
1-1-2
1-2-1
1-2-2
2-1-0
2-1-1
2-1-2
2-2-1
1
2 2 8
k-m-k
k-W
k k k--
8 1
k-~2-k
k-W
~Q
(I)I
{I)
(II)
{III)
(rv)
(rv)
(Iv)
(rv)
(Iv)
{v)
{v)
(v)
(v)
(vI)
{VI)
{VI)
(VII)
{VII)
{VII)
(VII)
{VII)
{VII)
{VII)
{VIII)
0 0 1 1 0
o 1 1 -1 1
3 14 13 -12 14
0 1 1 -1 1
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 -1 0
0 1 1 1 0
6 3 1 -1 0
0 9 9 9 4
2 1 3 -3 4
0 9 4 4 9
9 4 13 -4 25
51 48 31 4 111
1 8 9 -8 1
0 2 4 0 2
0 2 1 3 2
6 1 8 -12 16
0 1 2 0 2
3 2 1 0 8
0 16 26 -24 1
24 31 50 48 7
36 24 10 -8 3
1 14 15 12 8
36 19 50 -48 68
2 7 3 3 7
1 0
0 1
2 14
0 0
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
16 4
0 4
16 9
18 25
118 111
2 1
1 0
4 0
2 12
2 2
8 8
4 1
1 7
4 3
24 8
4 68
12 7
1
1
13
1
0
1
1
1
9
3
4
13
31
9
0
9
18
2
1
26
50
10
15
50
3
0 0 1.000
1 0 -1.000
14 3 -0.750
0 0 -1.000
1 0 0.000
0 0 -1.000
1 0 1.000
3 6 -0.143
9 0 1.000
1 2 -0.600
9 0 1 000
4 9 —0.182
48 51 0.049
8 1 -0.800
0 0 0.000
0 0 0.600
27 0 —0.750
1 0 0.000
2 3 0.000
16 0 -0.923
31 24 0.649
24 36 -0.174
14 1 0.750
19 36 -0.558
7 2 0 600
~ (I): isotropic; (II): P(1, -1)=P(1,0)=1, P(1,1)=0; (III): P(1,+1)=1,P(1,0)=0;
{IV): P{1,+1)=0, P(1,0)=1; (V): P(2, +2)=0, P{2,+1)=3, P{2,0)=4;
{vO: & (k, k) = o, & {k,-k) = &; {vto: J (g, +k) = o, ~{k,+k) = i;{vlf': J {5,+k}= o, ~ {a., +k}= z, ~{8,+k) = s.
Qg(&'I~(()I&)=(
~ z ilo-g)
~-2$ (@'~- 4~)
(20)
=(
. )
where ~„and c are the ratios of transmitted to
incident light intensity polarized parallel and
perpendicular, respectively, to the transmission
axis. For a perfect linear polarizer ~„=1and
=0. If the polarizer is removed c„=~ =1. To
obtain the elements of the efficiency matrix,
(v,'l~(l)le, ), required in Eqs. (18), we must first
transform Eq. (19) to basis states along the x, , y,
axes and then transform it to circular polarization
basis states using the convention employed in
deriving Eq. (l). These elementary transforma. -
tions give
Similarly, we have
(~l I ~ (»I ~,) = (
y 8-~i(@~-4)
Q~
(2l)
The coefficients u and 5 in these relations are
given by
s, =k l~~(f)+~.(i)1, &, =k l~&(~) —~.(f)1.
(22)
For a perfect polarizer a, =b, =-,'. Removal of a
polarizer corresponds to g,. =1, 5, =0.
Now, consider the rotation matrices. For
D'{k,-z) the Euler angles (a, P, y) obtained from
Fig. 2{a) are (0, e, , w —y, ). Thus, we have
-8'& cos'(-,' 8,)
D'(k, -z) = -2 "'8'+ sin&,
-e & sin (keg)
2 ' 'sine
cos 8~
2 sin 8i
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D'(k z) =D'(k, -z')D'(z'- z). (24)
The matrix D'(k, -z) is obtained by means of a
rotation k, —z' followed by a rotation z'- z,
From Fig. 2(b) the Euler angles for the successive
rotations are (0, 8, , z —p, }and (--,'z, 8, , —,'z), re-
spectively. D'(k, -z) is then given by the matrix
product
-e'em cos'(-,'8, )
D'(k, -z) = -2 " z e& si n8,
l-e' z sin'(-,'8, )
2-"'sin8,
cos8,
2 '~'sin8,
-e '~ sin*(-,'e, ))
2 ' 'e '+ sin8,
-e 'ez cos'(-,'8, ))
-sin'(-,'8,} )
-2 "'i sin8,
cos'(-,' 8,}
(25)
S ~ f"~ sin8, d8, JO' sin&zd8, (a,a, [(B,+B, +B»+B«)g(8,) +(B»+B4,) sin'8, ] [2g(8z)g(8, )+sin'8, sin'8 ]
+2a~az [(B5+B77)g(8, )+B4, sin28~] [g(82) sinz8, +sin282cosz8, ]
+a,b, [(B,+B, —2B, —2B»+B»+B„)g(8,) —(2B~, —B~ —B~,) sin281]
x cos'(-,'8, ) sin'8, cos24, +2a,b,B» [g (8,}—sin'8, ] cos'(-,'8, ) sin'8, cos24,
+4b, b,B» cos'(-,'8, ) cos'(-,'8, ) [cos'(-,'8,) cos2(4, -4,)+ sin'(-,'8, ) cos2(4, +4,)]),
(26)
cos'(-,'8,} -2 "'isin8,
-2 "~i sin8, cos8,
-sin'( —,'8,) -2 "'i sin8,
Equation (16) is to be evaluated using these rotation and efficiency matrices. There are 16 terms in the
sum over the a's and there are 19 functions d, &. .. hence there are 304 terms to be evaluated. If the
integrations (0-2v) over p, and p, are simultaneously performed, it is quickly seen that most of these
terms integrate to zero. The remaining 80 terms give
It has been implicitly assumed that the detector has uniform sensitivity across its aperture. This great-
ly simplified the problem for the integrations over Q, and P,. However, if the sensitivity has a nonuni-
formity which is symmetric about the detector axis, then the P, integrations are unchanged. The nonuni-
form sensitivity s;(8,), being a function only of 8„can be inserted into the integrals in Eq. (26) without
seriously complicating the problem.
If we define the solid angle functions
G(6) = f 's(8) sin8d8,
H(6) = —,' fas(8)(3cos'8 —1)sin8d8,
Z(6) = z fas(8) cos~(—,'8) sin8d8,
(2'I)
then all the integrals in Eq. (26) can be given in terms of them. If s(8}=1, the solid angle functions be-
come
G,(6)=1-cos6,
H, (6) =-,'sin'6cos6,
Jo(6) = -' (1 —cos6) +—sin'6 cos6 + -', sin'6.
Performing the integrations in Eq. (26) and rearranging terms gives
(28)
S ~ 2a, a~ [P, G (6,) +P2H(61)] G (62) +a,a~ [P G(6,) +P4H(6, )]H(62)(3 cos 8, —1)
+a,b, [P,G(6, ) +P,H(6, }]J(6,}sin'8, cos24, +6a,b,B„J(6,)H(6, ) sin'8, cos24,
+4b, b,B„J(6,)J(6,) [cos'(-,' 8,) cos2(41 —4,) + sin'(-,' 8, ) cos2(4~ +4,}], (29)
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where
p~ =8~ +8» +8» +8»7 +8», +8»» +B~» +8~7 +8»~, p2=8~+8, +8»-28»~-28», -28»»+87»+8~+8»~, (30}
p~ =Bq —2BS +BQ +B» —2B4~ +B4~ +B73 —2B7~+Bs~, p» =B~ -28~+8» —28»7+48»~ —28»~+8~» -287~+B»,
The only restriction on the application of Eq.
(29} is that detector 1 must be placed on the labo-
ratory z axis. This is the symmetry axis with
respect to which the anisotropic initial-state pop-
ulations were given. The coincidence rate for de-
tector 2 on the z axis and detector 1 at an angle
8, is similar to Eq. (29). It can be obtained from
Eq. (29}by interchanging P, and P», and by inter-
changing the subscripts 1 and 2 on a, 6, 8, and
4 . It should also be noted that if the polarizers
are removed (b, =b, =0), then Eq. (29) reduces to
the result obtained by summing incoherently over
the intermediate-state m values. This is, of
course, the expected result. '
For isotropic populations in the initial state
[P(E, , m, ) =const], Eq. (29) is considerably sim-
plified. Since Eq. (17) and hence Eqs. (18) are
satisfied, we begin with the eight B coefficients
given by Eqs. (V)-(14). For isotropic populations
there are five relations between these and hence
only thxee of them are linearly independent. The
five relations are found by setting P(E, , m) =1
and first explicitly evaluating the sum over m in
each of them. For example, consider 8, (i.e., 8,
with isotropic initial-state populations}:
8, = Q X' Q C(EIEq, m, 0)C(F1Fq, m, 0)
gives
8, = Q X'(-IP "~"(2E, +1)(2F,+1)
gg Py» jP'
xP W(FlF1; Fzr)W(E1E1; E&r}
x C(llr;0, 0)C(llr; -1,1). (32)
Evaluating B» in the same way gives an identical
result; hence
B» =B5~ (34)
The remaining four relations can be found by ex-
pressing the other B's in a form analogous to Eq.
(33) and comparing the Clebsch-Gordan coeffi-
cients that appear in. the sum over y. Taking B„
B„and B, as the independent B's, these relations
are
Recalling the definition of X from Eq. {6)and
using a sum rule for the Racah coefficients due to
Biedenharn, "the sums over E, and E& may be
evaluated giving
B,=-g Q(SF+I)'W(lrJ, J; IJ)W(lrJ, J; IJ)
r=0 E
x W'(FEJJ; rI) C(llr; 0, 0)C(llr; -1,1).
(33)
P']»Fj,E m
xC{EIE(,m, -1)C(F1F, ; m, -1). (Sl)
Bee=&x -B5 Bxv=B5-B9
B25 = B~ +BQ - 2B~, B4~ =Bj.+Bg -Bs.
(35)
Using relations between the Racah coefficients, "
and then explicitly evaluating the sum over m
Using Eqs. (18}, (34}, and (35) in Eq. (29}, the
coincidence rate becomes
S~ 3a,a, G (6,)6 (6,) + A [6a,a,H(6, )H(6, )(3cos'8, —1) +6a,b,H(6, )J(6,) sin'8, cos24,
+6b,a,J(6,)H(6,}sin28, cos24, +4b, b, J(6,)J(6,) [cos'(-,'8,) cos2(4~ —4~)
+ sin'(-,' 8,) cos2(4z + 4»)]j,
a = (8, —28, +8,)/2(8, +8, +8,).
Ne may put A. in a different form which facilitates
evaluation. Using Eq. (33) and the analogous ex-
pressions for B, and B„we find
8, +8, +8, =(2I+I)/3(2J+1).
Hence, the coefficient A is given by
A=W(12J, J; 1J)W{IPJ~J; lJ)E(J,I),
where
(39)
(40)
B~ —28, +8» =W(12J, J; 1J)W(12' J; 1J}
xp(SF+I)'W2(EEJJ 2I) (38) E(J,I) =~[(2J+1)/(2I +1)]Q(2E+1}~W2(EEJJ„2I),(41)
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TABLE II. E (J,I).
0 0 0
9/2 3/2 S/4 111/100
2 15/2 57/1 0 71/20 405/196
349/350
54S/2 94
21/2 129/14 825/1 12 45 011/8400 5273/1925
27/2 25/2 13163/1200 21 583 993/2 371 600 10 369 101/1 926 925
107/1 12
73 369/43 120
31247/12 012
2573/27 50
570 737/350 350
11824/4875
2 044 571/592 900 548 769 769/163 788 625
0 0 0
6/1 15/4 44/2 5
9/1 15/2 6709/1225
12/1 87/8 4055/441
15/1 141/10 69 143/5445
81/50
139341/39 200
106333/14 700
127 045/1 1 616
1957/1400
34 669/14 700
415 383/1 07 800
313155/44 044
1837/1400
459 297/215 600
13991/11 000
1007 037/500 500
65 125/21 021 17250 151/6 006 000
22 955 629/5 285 280 30 801271/8 022 300
and E ranges over all values for which the Racah
coefficient is nonzero.
Thus, for isotropic initial -state populations, the
dependence of the coincidence rate on the ato mic
system is contained in the single coefficient A
given by Eq. (40). The function E(J,I) required for
its determination has been evaluated as a rational
fraction for most J values and nuclear spins which
might arise in experimentally observed atomic
transitio ns . It is tabulated in Table II. For con-
ve nie nc e the required Racah coefficient has been
tabulated in Table III ~ Values of A for some com-
monn
transitions are given in Table IV. The co-
efficient A, defined here, is identical to the A»
used by Frauenf elder and Steffen, ' and it can be
evaluated from their tables when I = 0.
lt is obvious from Eq. (40) that A is symmetric
in the initial and final states . Hence the result for
S in a (Jz -J-J,) transition will be identical to that
in a (J,-Z-Z~) transition. Note also that S, given
TABLE III. 8'(12jJ;1J) .
by Eq. (36}, is symmetric in the two detection
systems —i.e., interchanging the subscripts 1 and
2 leaves S unchanged.
Finally, coincidence rates for the same transi-
tionn,
but with different nuclear spine can be com-
pared using Eq. (36) directly. The fact that we
have used P(F, , m, ) = 1 instead of a properly nor-
malized P(F, , m, ) =[(2J; +1)(21+1}]' introduces
no corrections for such a comparison. This is
because the factor (2I+1) ' appearing in a nor-
malized P(F, , m, ) has already been introduced
into Eq. (36) through the factor (B,+B, +B,) given
by Eq. (39).
III. APPLICATIONS
A. Hidden Variables
In an experimental, hidden-variables, test of the
type described by Clauser, et al. ,' detector 1 is
on the +z axis and detector 2 is on the -z axis.
Hence 8, = m, the angle between the polarizer axes
is P =4, +4~, and the coincidence rate from Eq.
(29}becomes
1/3
(21)«2/30
(14)«2/35
(462) /252
(6) /1 2
(14)«'/30
(7) '/'/28
(22)«'/6O
-1/6
—(21)«2/30
14)«2/28
-(462) / /180
6)«2/1
-4(14) / /105
(7)1/2/2 1
4 (22)«2/1 65
1/30
(21)«'/1 os
(14) /2/84
(462)«'/495
0
(6)«'/eo
(14)UR/84
(7)"'/eo
(22)«2/1 10
S ~ a,a, [P,G(8, )G(8') +P+(8,}G(8,)
+p, G (8,)a(8,) +p,a(8, )e(8,)]
+2b,b,B„J(8,)J(8,) cos2y . (42)
S/So = a,a, +b,b+(8) cos2y,
where
(43)
2B„J (8}
P G (8) (P, P,)G(8)II(8) P,B (8) .
The coincidence rate with polarizers removed,
0 is gi n by s tting &x =b2 =0 and ai =a2 = 1 in
Eq. (42}. For simplicity, we set 8, =8, =8; then
the normalized coincidence rate is
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For isotropic initial-state populations this is
F(8) = 4AH(6)/[3G (8) + 12Affm(8)] .
For each case, in the limit 9-0 we have
F(0) = 2B2~/(Bi +BI +B~~+BS~),
F(0)=3A/(1 +A}.
(46)
(46a)
(46b)
.=2/[1+2'"IF(8)I ]. (4V)
Now IF(8)I is a monotonic decreasing function of
8; and since e must be less than unity, the only
possible cascades which can be used in these ex-
periments are those for which
To simplify the relation between polarizer effi-
ciency and detector solid angle, set e (1}=e (2)
=0 and e„(1)=e„(2}=e. Then it can be shown'0
that the experimental test of hidden variables
requires
A using Eq. (40) with the data in Tables II and III
and then using Eq. (46b}. Of all these cascades
there are only five which satisfy Eq. (48}. All
have zero nuclear spin or equivalently have hyper-
fine-structure splittings which are much less
than the natural width of the states —see Appendix
B. They are (a) (0 —1 —0), (b) (1 -1 -0}or
(0 —1 —1), and (c) (-,' ——,' ——,') or (-,' —-', —~).
By manipulating the populations in the initial
states, one can obtain any number of cascades
which satisfy Eq. (48). One group of such cascades
provides several feasible candidates for hidden-
variable-type experiments. The initial states J,
of these cascades are populated by exciting them
from states whose J value is 4, -1. The excita-
tion mechanism is absorption of light which is
plane polarized parallel to the z axis. Some cas-
cades of this type are included in Table I. Those
which satisfy Eq. (48) are
IF(0)I-2 "' (48)
Values of F(0) for some transitions are given in
Tables I and IV.
Consider first the cascades in which the initial
states are isotropically populated. Some of these
are considered in Table IV. For a great many
others F(0) can be easily determined by evaluating
(d} (1 —1-0),
(e) (1 —1-1),
(f} (1-2-1),
(g) (2 —1-0),
(h) (2 —2 —1),
(I) (-'-2-l),
()) (2-2-2),
P(1, +I) =0,
P(1, U) =0,
P(1, +1)=0,
P(2, R) =0,
P(2, N) =0,
P(-,', a2) =0,
P( ', , ~~) =0, -
P(1, 0) =1;
P(1,0) =1;
P(1, 0) =1;
P(2, +1)=3, P(2, 0) =4;
P(2, +1)=3, P(2, 0)=4;
P(2, ~2) =1.
TABLZ IV. The A coefficient, defined only for isotropic populations in the initial state.
The function F (0) has also been included.
Transition
J)-J-Jy
0-1-0
0-1-1
0-1-2
1-0-1
1/2
1/6
37/300
349/3150
-1/4
-1/12
-37/600
-349/6300
0 1/20
1/60
37/3000
349/31 500
0
0
0
0
F (0)
1.000
0.429
0.329
0.299
-1.000
-0.273
-0.197
-0.176
0.143
0.049
0.037
0.033
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Transition
Jg-J-Jy
1/4
5/32
27/400
1957/33 600
-1/5
-1/8
-27/500
-1957/42 000
& (0)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.600
0.405
0.190
0.165
-0.750
-0.429
-0.171
-0.147
1/8 0.333
1/24 0.120
37/1200 0.090
349/12 600 0.081
1/20
1/32
27/2000
1957/168 000
0.143
0.091
0.040
0.035
1-1-2 -1/40
-1/120
-37/6000
-349/63000
-0.077
-0.025
-0.019
-0.017
4/25
1/10
27/625
1957/52 500
0.414
0.273
0.124
0.108
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For cascades (a)-(i) listed above, the maximum
detector half-angle 6 has been plotted in Fig. 3 as
a function of the polarizer efficiency c. This re-
lationship is obtained by using the equality in Eq.
(47). E(8) for case (j) is almost identical to that
for case (c) and therefore has not been included in
Fig. 3. Of particular interest is case (d} since it
allows particularly large solid angles with low
polarizer efficiency.
Many other variations of initial-state populations
are of course possible. Some of these are also
included in Table I. Many are redundant. For
example, the (-,'-—2-~) or (-,'-—,'--,') cascades with
P(-,', —,') =1, P(-,', =,') =0 give results identical to
that for the respective cascades with isotropic
populations in the initial states. The latter of
these, of course, does not satisfy Eq. (48) in any
case. The (1-1-0)cascade with P(1, 1)=P(1, 0) =1;
P(1, -1)=0 satisfies Eq. (48}but offers no advan-
tages over case (d} considered above.
B. Effective Quantum Efficiencies
The normal quantum efficiency specified by
photomultiplier-tube manufacturers is the average
number of photoelectrons emitted from the photo-
cathode per incident photon. In applications, the
quantity of interest is the total detector quantum
efficiency p including electron optics —i.e., the
average number of current pulses obtained from
the photomultiplier per incident photon. This
latter quantity can be determined in experiments
involving coincidence detection of cascade photons.
It differs significantly from the photocathode
quantum efficiency. ""
Consider a coincidence experiment in which the
initial states are isotropically populated, the angle
between the detectors is 8, =w, there are no po-
larizers, and the detectors subtend cones of half-
angles 8, and 6,. From Eq. (36) the coincidence
rate is
S(8„8,) G(6, )G(8 )+4AH(8 )ff(8 ). (49)
An analogous result for nuclear y rays has been
obtained by Rose." If the detectors have uniform
sensitivity, s(8) =1, then the maximum fraction
of the coincidences which can be observed due to
solid-angle limitations is
100
90—
80—
70
8
D
O1 6o
8
U)
C
~
~0
Z
40
30—
20
10
(d)
(a)
(i)(e)
(f)
(b)
(g)
(c)
FIG. 3. Maximum values
of the detector half-angles
vs e for a valid test of
local hidden variables. All
transitions have zero nu-
clear spin. ' They are
(a) 0-1-0;
(b) 0-1-1 or
1-1-0 with isotropic
initial populations;
(c) 2-p -2 with isotropic
initial populations or
2-&=2 with any initial
populations;
(d) 1-1-0 with P (1,+1)= 0,
P(1,0) =1;
(e) 1-1-1withP (1 +1)=0
P(1,0) =1;
(f) 1-2-1 withP(1, +1)= 0,
P(1, 0) =1;
(g) 2-1-0 withP(2, +2) =0,
P(2, +1)=3, P(2, 0) =4;
{h) 2-2-1 withP(2, +2)=0,
P(2, +1)=3, P(2, 0)=4;
(i) 2-2-~ with P (2, +~)= 0,
P (2, + 2) = l.
.84 .86 .88 .90 .92 .94
Polarizer efficiency
.96 .98 100
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n =~(8,8.)/5(r, r)
=
—,'(1 —cos8, )(1 —cos8,}
+ —,'6 A sin', sin'6, cos8, cos6, . (50}
The first term is the solid-angle fraction for iso-
tropic emissions and the second term gives the
anisotropic eorreetion. Depending on the partic-
ular transition (the value of A), this correction
may be zero or as large as 50+ of the isotropic
term.
If in the source there are N atoms per second
decaying via the cascade, then the number of true
coincidences per second observed is
of a cascade in which both radiations are emitted.
However, these results apply if the first radiation
is absorbed rather than emitted, since the same
matrix elements are involved. This process in
which the first radiation is absorbed and the second
emitted is known as resonance fluorescence. There
is, of course, no requirement that the wavelengths
of the absorbed and emitted photons be the same.
In such applications the angle 6, is the half-
angle of the convergent cone of incident light, and
the coincidence rate S becomes the intensity of
the emitted radiation. In typical experiments the
initial states are isotropically populated, and
8, =-,'I. The intensity of the emitted radiation is
then
where p, is the effective quantum efficiency of the
ith detector. Light losses in the filters and other
optics are neglected; they may be included by a
trivial extension of the discussion. The number of
detected photons which are from the first transi-
tion ln the cascade is
5 o- Sa,a, G(8, )G(8,)
—6b,a, J(8,)H(8, ) cos24,
—25P, Z(8, )Z(8, ) cos24, cos24, ] . (56)
—A [6a,a, H(8, )H(8, ) —6a,b, H(8, )J'(8,) cos24,
N, =-,'(1 — cops)P, N, (52)
since they are emitted isotropieally. The effective
quantum efficiency of the second detector is then
found from Eqs. (51) and (52);
P, = (1 —cos8, )(N, /2@ N, ). (53)
rp, = (1 —cos8, )(N, /2qN, ). (55)
If y is known, p, can be determined and vice-versa.
If neither P, nor y is known, measurements must
be made for all cascades ending in the final state
to which the given intermediate state can decay.
These results together with the no& malization
condition on the y's provide sufficient information
to determine both p, and the branching ratios.
C. Resonance Fluorescence
The derivation of Eq. (1) and the subsequent
results, Eqs. (29}and (36), are couched in terms
Thus, p, can be determined from measurements
of Nq, N~, q, and 82.
The effective quantum efficiency of the first
detector can also be determined provided the only
excited atoms in the source which decay to the
intermediate state of the cascade are those in the
initial state of the cascade being considered. Since
the photons from the second transition in the cas-
cade are emitted isotropically, when considered
alone, the number of them detected is
N, = —,(1 —cos8, )P, rN, (54
where g is the branching ratio for the decay from
the intermediate state being investigated. Hence,
are have
This result gives the linear polarization. depen-
denees in a 90' resonance fluorescence experi-
ment, including the effects of finite detector and
lamp apertures. It gives, for example, the "net
fluorescence at zero field" observed experimen-
tally' in a 0-1-0 transition.
The polarization correlation between photons in
an atomic cascad has been derived and evaluated.
Hyperfine-structure effects have been considered
for the first time. The formal expression, Eq.
(1), has been evaluated by splitting it into factors
depending only on the atomic transitions and
factors depending only on the experimental geom-
etry. The former have been put in a simple form
and results are tabulated for a broad range of
useful atomic transitions and nuclear spins. This
includes most transitions which might be experi-
mentally observed. The latter factors were cal-
culated taking into account linear polarizers, ar-
bitrary detector positions, and finite-size detec-
tors with circular apertures. Inconsistencies in
the literature regarding the choice of the circular
polarization convention have been pointed out.
Initial-state populations which are anisotropic
are considered when these populations are defined
with respect to the laboratory z axis and when one
of the detectors lies on this z axis. The final re-
sult which we have obtained, Eq. (20) or (M), is
needed whenever experimentally realistic pre-
dictions are desired for two successive dipole
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transitions.
It has been shown that hyperfine-structure ef-
fects will render a cascade unsuitable for experi-
mental hidden-variable tests of the type described
by Clauser et al.2 It has also been shown that a
1-1-0 transition with zero nuclear spin and the
appropriate initial-state populations is particularly
suitable for such experiments. The advantage is
that the detector solid angles which it allows are
significantly larger than those of the transitions
originally proposed for such a test.
Finally, a prescription for the determination of
the effective quantum efficiency of a photon count-
ing device has been given. This also includes
determination of the branching ratios for the var-
ious transitions from an excited state.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE FORMAL
RESULT FOR TWO-PHOTON CORRELATIONS
The derivation leading to Eq. (1) is outlined
briefly in this appendix. The initial state of the
atomic system is described by a diagonal density
matrix p, . After the cascade the system consists
of the atom and two photons and is described by
the density matrix
p~ =H~H~ p~H~ H2, (sv)
where H, and H, are, respectively, the transition
operator for the emission of the first and the
second photon.
Suitable basis vectors for describing the initial,
intermediate, and final states of the atom are
z -component angular momentum eigenstates
Fm, &, ~&Fm), ~J~F~mz&, respectively. Here
m is the magnetic quantum number in the E repre-
sentation. Suitable basis vectors for the first and
second photons emitted are plane waves of definite
helicity, ~k, o, & and ~k, o,&. With these basis vectors
the matrix elements of p, are
&fl p& If'& =&~yEf mf k2ogkloI IPb I ~f Ef m f k2omkloI&
Z &«gFf mgk. o. IH. I ~Em&«Emk, o, I Hi I ~(Fg m(&«(F, m(lp. l ~(E( mg&
p, Q', m, m
x &J, F, m, [ H~t [ ZE'm 'k, a",& (JF'm ' ( H2t ) J& E& m& k,o,'&] . (58)
Of the five matrix elements in Eq. (58), the
third represents the relative populations in the
initial states, i.e., the diagonal elements of the
initial density matrix, P(F, , m, ). The other four
have the same form. Consider a typical one
&&Emk, v, ~H,
~
&, F, m, ). The operator H, is a zero-
rank tensor which is the contraction of two first-
rank tensors T~ and A.
~
. These refer to the
atom and to the radiation field, respectively. Thus
the matrix element becomes
(JFmk, g, j H, ) J, F, m,.)
=P(-1)"&JFm(T,„JJ, F, m, &&k, o, [A, Jv.ac&,
(se)
where L has been set equal to unity since only
electric dipole transitions are being considered.
Applying the Wigner-Eckart theorem to the first
of these matrix elements gives
&~Eml Ti, ul Jg F,. m, &
= (-1) & '~t'~ [(2F+1)/(2 +E1)]' '
x C (E1Ec, m, mi —m& & JEI I T~ I I ~( Eg»
(6O}
(JFm ITi sl~g E, mg&
0- (-1) & '~ (2E +1)'"C (F1E, ; m, m, —m)
xW(J, ZF, E; 1'I). (61)
Now consider the second of the matrix elements
on the right-hand side of Eq. (59),
&k, o, IA, , «Ivac&
=8&k, o, 11M'& &1M'I A,
.
-. Ivac&, (62)
where the plane-wave state &k, o,
~
has been ex-
panded in angular momentum states (LM'( with
L =1 for dipole radiation. The functions &k,o, ~lM'&
are particularly simple if the z axis of quantiza-
tion coincides with k, . Denoting such functions by
&Oo, ~lu&, the connection between the two is given
by
&k, o, ~1M') =Q &Oo, (lu& D'„„(k,-z),
where the argument (k, -z) of the rotation matrix
(63)
where we have set half =m, —m as required by the
Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. Removing the E
dependence from the reduced matrix element using
F = I +J gives
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&Oo, liu&~6,
,
„.
Since the second factor on the right-hand side of
Eq. (62} is
(64)
(1M'lA, lvac&~6„. „
we find by using Eqs. (63) and (64) that the radia-
(65)
D stands for the Euler angles describing the rota-
tion that carries the propagation direction k, onto
the laboratory z axis. If the convention chosen
for right and left circularly polarized basis states
is, respectively, +(e, sic„)/2"~, where e, and e„
are unit vectors along the x and y axes, then we
have
tion matrix element is
&k, o, lA, „lvac&~D', „(k,-z). (66)
Thus the typical matrix element, Eq. (59}, is
&JFm~xoxl If&i Jg E, m,.&.
~ (-1) (2E+1)' ' C (F1F, ; m, m, —m)
x W(J& JF,F; 1I)D', (k -z). (67)
The remaining matrix elements in Eq. (58) are
obtained analogously. The elements of the final
density matrix are therefore
(f lp~ l f '&~ g [(-1}+ P(F, , m,.)(2E+1)(2E'+1)C(FlF, ;m, m. , —m)C(E'1E, ; m', m, —m')
g, g, m, m
xC(F1F&, m, m& —m)C(F'1F&, m', m& —m') W(J& JF& E; 1I)W(&,&F, E'; lI)
xW(J& JFzF; 1I)W(J&JEFF'; lI)
2' f (68}
In the above result the sum over the intermediate-state F values is coherent. When the natural width of
the atomic states is much less than the hyperfine-structure splittings this sum must be incoherent. The
incoherent sum is obtained by setting F' =F and dropping the sum over F'.
The coincidence rate is given by
»(e(»e(2)p.) = Z&fl e(1)e(2)p, If & = Z &f I e(1)e(2)l f '& &f'I p, l f&f f ef'
dQ~ dQ2 Z &lol e( 1)lo,&&omle(2)lo. &E «, F, mph'. o2~io, lp, l~gEgm, i*om~iof&
ol, og, O2, 0 mf (69)
where e(1) and e(2}are, respectively, the polarizer
efficiency matrices for the first and second emis-
sions. The last matrix element in Eq. (69) is just
the result given by Eq. (68) but with the primes
dropped from m& and Ez. Finally, Eq. (1) is just
Eq. (69) with the incoherent sum over the inter-
mediate-state F values.
E, we find from Eqs. (68}and (69}
B;= (2I +1) Q (2E+1)(2F'+1)W(Jy JFyF; 1I)
J'.E~EJI' '
x W(&q&EyF'; 1I)W(Z, JE, E; lI)
x Q C(F1F&,' m, 1)C(F'1F» m, 1)
xC(F1E, ; m, -1)C(E'1E, ; m, -l), (VO)
APPENDIX B: REDUCTION OF THE COHERENT
SUM OVER INTERMEDIATE-STATE F VALUES
TO THE I=O RESULT
When the hyperfine-structure splittings are much
less than the natural width of the state, a coherent
sum over the intermediate-state F values is re-
quired in the derivation of the coincidence rate.
Such a sum when I40 is identical to that for I=O.
This can be shown by examining the B coefficients.
Consider B, first; the argument for the other B
coefficients is analogous. With isotropic popula-
tions in the initial state and a coherent sum over
where we have taken P(F, , m,.) = (2I +1) ', explic-
itly including the I dependence of the diagonal
elements of the initial density matrix. Following
the same procedure that led to Eq. (33), we find
B~~=(2I+1) ' Q (2E+1)(2E'+1)W(lrJ& J; 1J)
EE'r
x W(lrJ; cT&1J}W (E'EJJ; rI}
xC(llr; 1, -1}C(llr; -1,1).
Evaluating the sum over F' by using the ortho-
normality relation for the Racah coefficients and
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then completing the sum over E gives
B~ = Q W(lr J&J; 1J)W(lr J, J; 1J)
r=O
XC(llr; 1, -1}C(llr; -1,1). (72)
Here the I dependence from the initial density
matrix has been explicitly included in the B's.
Evaluating Eq. (73) at I =0 gives
B~(I=0) = Q W(lrJ& J; 1J)W(lrJ; J 1J)
r=o
B~ = (2I + 1) Q Q (2F + 1) W(lr J&J; 1J)
r=o F
x W(lr J& J; 1J)W (FFJJ; rI) C(1lr; 1, -1)
x C(llr; -1,1). (73)
Now, the expression for B, when the sum over E
is incoherent is
x C(llr;1, -1)C(llr; -1,1).
Comparing Eqs. (72) and (74), we see that Bf is
identical to B,(I =0}. Similarly, we find B;
=B,(I =0) and B;=B,(I =0). Hence, if the hyyer-
fine-structure splittings are much less than the
natural widths of the states, then hyperfine struc-
ture has no effect on the coincidence rate.
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